A functional programming language can be taught successfully as a first language, but if there is no follow up the students do not appreciate the functional approach. Following discussions concerning this issue at the 1995 FPLE conference [1] we decided to develop such a follow up by writing a book that teaches C to students who can write simple functional programs. This paper summarises the essence of our approach, which is based on program transformation, and presents our experience teaching functional C at the Universities of Southampton and Bristol.
Introduction
At many universities students are taught declarative programming [2, 3] as a first language. The reasons behind this are not only to show students a different programming language, but often to change the way students think about programming. Indeed, we can often observe that C programmers change programming style once they are well acquainted with other programming paradigms. For example, exposing C programmers to an object-oriented language often inspires them to make better use of abstract data types. Once students have become competent declarative programmers, they often use fewer global variables in C, and make only use of side effects when it is clearly beneficial.
In this paper we report on our experience with functional and imperative languages in the first programming course at the Universities of Southampton and Bristol in the UK. Our approach is different from others in two respects. Firstly we wrote a text book based on program transformation to support the course. Secondly we developed a methodology (programming by numbers) used to help students with the minutiae of programming. The programming by numbers method is not explicitly mentioned in the book, because the two were developed roughly at the same time.
Section 2 describes the philosophy of our text book, and Section 3 summarises the programming by numbers method. Section 4 discusses some of the main differences between functional and imperative programming, and in particular the tension arising from thinking recursively and programming iteratively. Section 5 gives some anecdotal reports from student feedback. The reviews on the book may be found in Section 6, and the last section concludes.
Functional C
Functional C [4] was intended as a book to teach people to program competently in C, while applying a functional style throughout. This does not imply that side effects or pointers aren't taught; we teach them while emphasising in which contexts they are useful, and when they are to be avoided.
From the outset, we wanted to be able to teach students programming using a single methodology. For this we choose informal refinement, from a specification via a declarative algorithm into an imperative implementation.
Some problems, such as the factorial, or greatest common divisor, are easy to write as a mathematical specification. Other problems are best specified in natural language, such as 'print a table of primes'. Once the specification has been written, the search for a suitable algorithm begins. Sometimes it is possible to prove formally that an algorithm satisfies the specification; often this is too difficult for beginning programmers, so we have to content ourselves with convincing arguments. This completes the difficult part of the task for the functional programmer. The imperative programmer needs to make one further step and should turn the algorithm into a suitable C program. This last step is the main topic of the book. However, we often refer back to the first two steps, i.e., the specification and the algorithm.
In the rest of this paper we first visit the programming method that we advocate in the course, and then we visit the order in which we teach imperative programming concepts. Some "difficult" concepts are taught early on, whereas the "easy" concepts (such as global variables) are taught much later in the course. Section 5 discusses the experiences we had with teaching students programming using this programming method. Section 6 quotes some of the reviews of the book and the final section concludes.
Programming by numbers
In our course (but not explicitly in the book) we use a methodology called programming by numbers [5] , which we designed particularly for the benefit of novice programmers. As the name suggests, programming is a step-by-step process. We will comment upon each of these steps, indicating the strengths and weaknesses of the book in the light of the programming methodology
Step 1: Name The first step is to state the name of a function, which provides a useful starting point for the development. There is no difference in naming functions in mathematics, a functional language or C.
Step 2: Types The second step of Programming by Numbers requires students to write the type of the function. This step also carries over from the functional domain to the imperative domain. The student who is used to writing types of functions in a functional language can do so in C considering that the basic types available in C are not too different from those available in the functional language (i.e. int → int, real → float etc). There is a syntactic hurdle to be taken, which is that of having to write the names of formal arguments interspersed with the types in a C prototype. Once this hurdle is overcome, we believe that students can feel confident about writing function headers.
Steps 3-6: Case Analysis All non-trivial functions recur over some inductively defined data structure. A function would normally have one or more base cases, and one or more general cases (though variations are possible). The majority of the steps identified by the programming by numbers method relate to deciding which cases to use and how to decide what the functions results should be.
Deciding what the cases should be is largely driven by the types to be used for the functions arguments and result. Having decided on the cases it is often easy to decide what the function result should be for the base case(s). The general case(s) is(are) often more difficult to solve, because this is where the recursive 'solution' of a sub-problem is used. We encourage our students to practice the analysis of problems, discovering the right cases and solving the sub problems defined by the cases. This requires a significant investment on the part of the lecturer and the students, which in the case of functional programming is well spent. In the case of imperative programming, we had to struggle with loops (See Section 4.1).
Step 7: Think This last step is a reflection on the activities that the student has engaged in as well as the results produced.
Imperative programming
The imperative part of the course discusses almost all elements of C (the only aspects excluded are bit-fields in structures, and other aspects of the language that are not widely used.). In Table 1 we list the elements in the order that we teach them, with the place in which they occur in our material, and the place they occur in two well established books on C: The C programming Language [6] , and C by Dissection [7] . As one may expect, functions and recursion are discussed earlier in Functional C, whereas global variables and assignment are discussed later. There are however a couple of other, more interesting, elements that stand out.
• The struct is discussed early on in Functional C, as the first user defined data type. Both other books discuss arrays before structures. (-) indicates that this subject is not discussed in the main text.
• The union follows directly from Algebraic Data Types, and it is discussed together with a struct and switch in Functional C. In the C Programming Language the union is not discussed until right at the end, and it is not mentioned at all (except in the reference section) in C by Dissection.
• Arrays, pointers, strings are all discussed roughly in the same place in all three texts.
• Advanced subjects such as partial applications and polymorphism (essential to proper development) follow naturally from a functional context, and do not appear in C by Dissection at all.
• Error handling, and stopping programs using abort() follows naturally from partial functions.
• Functional C does not introduce global variables until page 300. This is where we need a random number generator. Functional programmers often find themselves passing the current seed of the random number generator from function to function to make sure that it can be refreshed when the next random number is drawn. A monad may make this somewhat easier to do but definitely does not contribute to insight. In C it is natural to pin the seed value down in a global variable and to pick it up when needed again.
Loops
Functional programmers use recursion all the time, simply because it is a natural and fundamental tool. Imperative programmers, and certainly inexperienced imperative programmers, shy away from recursion; instead they use loops wherever possible. Recursion is perceived to be more difficult to understand than loops, and also believed to be inefficient. However, using recursive solutions can often be a less error-prone methodology. To persuade students to use recursion as much in their C code as in their functional programs simply does not work. Therefore, we devised an approach that transliterates functional programs into C. In the book we provide what we believe to be straightforward 'recipes' that turn tail-recursive functions into C code with loops. The recipes were designed so that they could be followed almost mechanically. In retrospect this was a mistake. We could not persuade students to follow the steps meticulously (requiring non-negligible amounts of work) only to produce small fragments of programs. The upshot of all this is, of course, that there is a gap between functional and imperative programming, which we knew we could bridge in theory, using elementary program transformations. In practice, many of our students did not wish to cross our bridge. Those with some, or significant programming experience would write the loops directly; students without programming experience had difficulty with getting the loops to work.
As expected with an experiment on this scale we have had a lot of feedback, both positive and negative. We have used the material during the academic years 96/97 (136 students), 97/98 (115 students) and 98/99 (120 students).
• Using transformation schemas to translate SML into C did not work well.
Schemas are useful in showing the relation between, for example, recursion and a while-loop, or the use of an algebraic data structure and a switch, but after that, students want to get on with it and avoid using the schemas directly.
• The biggest difficulty that we face is that even though one can teach any imperative language after any functional language, our materials have to be fixed to one particular functional language, and one particular imperative language; similar to programming textbooks being fixed on one language. This means that students think that the methodology is particular to those two languages, and it reduces the interest of any methodology to a small group of people.
• Many students dislike the use of programs that do not require the use of read and print functions or even graphical user dialogues. Interestingly, the methodology that we advocate prolongs this torture so that students do not get to write windows user interfaces during their assignments.
• On the bright side, the strong students on the course seem to pick it up well, and are writing programs, which are well structured, avoiding global state, and using dynamic data types wherever required.
During those three years we taught the course, the majority of complaints of students was levied at the use of SML in teaching C. Students did not appreciate this, in their view, contortious route because of the use of 'non-real' examples, such as factorial and map. Students would have preferred to print tables of prime numbers, or to write simple bookkeeping programs, with input-output.
In addition, even when we started in 1996, students felt that they should be taught Java. One student put it succinctly thus: 'C is very SMeLly'.
Reviews
This section presents excerpts from the reviews on the book that we have been able to find on the web. The first is from the Association of C and Unix Users (www.accu.org), which is a non-profit organisation devoted to professionalism at all levels in C, C++ and Java. Brian Bramer (Dept. of Computing Science, DeMontfort University, Leicester) writes (in Mar 1998).
With so many books already written on C, one wonders why anyone would want to write another one and what makes this one different enough to make people buy it. This book is designed for a fairly select 'niche' audience -those who have been taught a functional programming language as their first programming language and want to learn an imperative language. It does not try to teach the reader how to program, but assumes they can program in SML, though more or less any functional programming language would do. Given this precondition, the book fulfils its aim.
. . . Overall, if you know how to program in a functional language and want or need to learn C, this book is worth considering.
The second review by Francis Glassborow (Editor of ACCU -C Vu) adds:
The caveat I have is that while you will learn to express functional programming in C, you will be less likely to understand how to write 'good C'. Think of all that documentation written in Japanese English and you will get the idea. The author's motive is to make the transition to C easy, but it is exactly those that find the transition hardest who will find the greatest difficulty in progressing further. This is a very beautiful book. The title is somewhat misleading; it is about teaching imperative programming using C as a second language to students who had functional language as the first programming language. But the algorithms start from a functional way of thinking and the authors give a very transparent presentation of the differences between C and functional programming and how their paradigms can be combined, for example in the chapter on lists, where append, filter and map are programmed in C. The book is exceptionally clear, on a good and interesting level and didactically I think very efficient, and nice and comfortable to read. Good appendices (a brief review of SML and the C standard libraries) and many interesting examples.
The opinion of the reviewers coincides with our experience, in the sense that lecturers appreciate the principle of the book, but students do not appreciate the practice.
Conclusions
We wrote Functional C as the basis of an extensive educational experiment, which aims to teach imperative programming as a logical follow up to functional programming. The experiment was a success because Functional C helps good students to develop a good programming style. The book has a major disadvantage too, because it alienates the less able students. As lecturers we enjoyed teaching the course more than we would have using a cut and dried method.
